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Functionally Tolerable Mutations Incorporated in
Proteins Guides the Evolution Process
Abstract
Evolution, often considered with large sample size, positive natural selection
drives the path of improvement in biological sequence information. Evolution in
proteins is much more complex than in DNA. Factors assisting the evolutionary
rate and models are focused in reference to proteins to emphasize their major
functional role in evolution. Environmental stresses posing sudden fluctuations
in the homeostasis level of functional proteins result in respective alterations in
DNA as the functioning of DNA is dependent on proteins. Randomness generated
in DNA due to pool of mutations leads to functional evolution of proteins and the
ones possessing such evolved proteins are selected and produce individuals for
further adaptive evolutionary cycles.
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Introduction

Evolution is defined as adapted set of positively favorable
changes across successive generations in heritable characteristics
of different biological species [1]. It often imposes divergence
in the organisms at every evolutionary level, be it genetic or
epigenetic [2]. Canalization thus study the genotypic variants
contributing to the similar phenotype [3]. Hence irrespective
of genotypes, genetic alterations assisting the individual’s
phenotype solely guides the evolutionary adaptation. In this
regard, the molecular clock hypothesis proposed by Zuckerkandl
& Pauling [4] seems to be correct. Sarich & Wilson [5,6] also
demonstrated the divergence of humans and apes approximately
5 million years ago through the same hypothesis.

Evolutionary factors

Evolution being highly dimensional phenomenon is almost
impossible to explain simply. Even the mathematical analysis
fails to correctly track the evolutionary rate in a population
[7,8]. While diversions exist for every evolved factor among
different species, there are some factors which constantly
catalyze and assist the associated evolutionary track. Such
factors including the Mutation (be it lethal [9] or linked [10-13]),
Genetic Recombination & count of such sites occurring during
the crossing-overs [14-17] and Environmental Constraints
form the primary tools to pave the path for evolution. Such
factors normally act along with several other key constraints
together to demarcate the evolutionary path. Such additional
constraints include the Natural Selection and Adaptation. While
Natural Selection is the major reason of successfully evolving
species over time, the successful adaptation of the individuals
against the aforementioned additional constraints implies their
successful selection in the nature to grow and reproduce further.
Successfully adapted mutation favoring the individual’s survival
is thus naturally selected and is thus taken care to pave the way
for further evolution.

Based on these evolutionary rate and effect deciders,
several evolutionary models have been developed. Prebiotic
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environmental mimicking experiment to simulate conditional
synthesis of small life initiating molecules was conducted [18].
Such conditional constraints might have yielded lipid bilayers
to distinguish the specific boundaries of life. Phospholipids aid
several key activities in the cell including transcription [19],
proper protein folding [20,21], cellular and membrane transport
functions [22,23] and signal transduction [24-26]. RNA World
hypothesis was also postulated, as they can store information and
can also work as self-replicating ribozymes [27]. Proteinaceous
Era is also considered nowadays. Proteins dominate the cell’s
catalytic activity and their inability to code the life-supporting
information and transfer it in evolving generations might have
forced them to simply serve as the functionally assisting tools
of a cell [28].

Selective mutations guide functional divergence

Proteins mark the actual destiny of a mutation, be it liable for
functional improvement of protein and cognitive inheritance, or
should be considered trivial and dumped from the gene pool over
a long time span. Acetyltransferase protein templates screened
for a CASP (Critical Assessment of Structure Prediction) Round
-VIII target T0400 through HHSearch [29] resulted in several
hits, of which the closely relevant and functionally diverged
proteins (related only due to a domain swapping) were
considered for the study. The proportion of residue composition
for all the standard 20 amino acids for all these sequences were
then analyzed to yield the data summarized in Figure 1. By the
rank of HHSearch score, the mutual culling of structures resulted
in many hits, of which 15 hits (11 Close and 4 distantly related
hits) were considered [30].

From the Figure 1 we can interpret that the first ten protein
sequences show almost complete homology while the next 4
sequences, being mutually more sequence homologous are
distantly related. This result shows that the functional domains
of a protein remains conserved even during longer course of
time although there are a lot of mutations in its DNA sequence
during that period. Hence not all mutations necessarily result in
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functional change in a species. So, the average proportion of first
11 HHSearch ordered hits from 2Q7BA to 2BEIA is calculated to
be 0.0475. The equivalent resultant value for the latter 4 very
distant HHsearch hits with considerably lesser reliable scores
compared to the former set of 11 hits is 0.0485. Proportion of
Hydrophobic (P,A,G,L,I,F,W,M,V), Hydrophilic (D,E,H,R,K) and
Neutral amino acids (C,S,T,Q,N,Y)in the former set is 0.4817,
0.2636 and 0.2054. Similar figures for the latter set are 0.5148,
0.2474 and 0.2070. Considering the evolutionary source of these
proteins as shown in Table 1, it clearly let us make a firm belief that
over the evolutionary period for these set of proteins, propensity
for alteration of hydrophobic amino acids is much more even
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though they form the protein core. The functionally selected
and evolved alteration in these amino acids change the entire
topology of the model structure and the fold topology is tweaked
slightly [31]. Concomitant decrease in average percentage of
hydrophobic amino acids leads to proportional increment in the
number of hydrophilic amino acids, thus establishing the belief
that the altered mutations would probably result in differential
behavior of superficial protein surface towards the ligands and
the solvent, for the altered efficiency of the protein function,
which is common for all the considered proteins with minor
differences in the domain, organism and phylogenic differences.

Figure 1: Residue Composition Data for the 11 close HHSearch Hits for CASP8 target T0400 and 4 distant low scored hits, showing the proportional differences in the percentages of Hydrophobic, Hydrophilic and Neutral amino acids.
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Table 1: Evolutionary origin of the proteins.

Amino Acid

Source/Functional Deviations

164

2Q7BA

Streptococcus agalactiae/-

2J8MA

148

2AE6A

157

2FIAA

Pseudomonas aeruginosa /Enterococcus faecalis / GNAT
family

2I79A

Streptococcus pneumoniae / GNAT
family

140

2PDOA

Shigella flexneri / GNAT Family

170

1GHEA

Tabtoxin Resistance Protein

171

152
175

163

156

Low Ranked Distant Hits

3/4

Sequence Length
171

Closely Relevant Top Ranked
HHSearch Hits
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1Y9KA

Listeria monocytogenes / GNAT
family

2BEIA

Homo sapiens / Thialysine n-acetyltransferase

1B6BA

Ovis aries / SEROTONIN N-ACETYLTRANSFERASE

2VI7A

2QECA

181

1B87A

163

Discussion
70% Mutation is shown to be lethal with damaging effects
[9]. This is mostly the case in all living systems, as most of
the mutations normally alter the protein expression pathway
and thus alter the relevant biochemical network of proteins.
So only the logistics of biased evolution exists [32,33]. For
example, if a mutating nucleotide at a locus is favored more
in genera than a different nucleotide, it essentially implies the
conserved nature of the structurally evolved structural decoy
due to the biased mutation. Such mutational biases also assist
the track of natural selection and adaptation. And also, such a
succession of biased mutations along with differential sets of
natural selection, adaptation and evolution results due to the
altered environmental constraints at different geographic loci.
Differential geographic coordinate loci favor a phenotype more
often than others to acclimatize with existing constraints.

If n genes are considered for an evolutionary check
experiment, and m is the available set of constraints imposing
the evolutionary pressure in form of discrete sets of boosters
of evolutionary rate, there is the possibility of m x n variant
sets of genes in different persons among the total population
of t individuals. The reason to take the variant sets as m x n is
simply that nature works on multitude of variations. Nothing
seems to be conserved for nature. It is just that any variations
maximally affecting the expression of housekeeping genes pose
an intolerable pressure to survive for the likelihood and hence
mostly vanishes. Ones which still survive are normally better

Bacillus cereus / IAA family

2OH1A

181
168

Enterococcus faecalis

1CM0A

Pseudomonas aeruginosa

Corynebacterium glutamicum /
Histone acetyltransferase

Enterococcus faecium/ Aminoglycoside 6'-N-Acetyltransferase
Homo sapiens / PCAF/Coenzyme-A Complex

than the initial set of individuals and hence surpass the count
of initial population over a long term span. So if count of c
individuals survives the exposed set of evolutionary pressurizing
constraints in the milieu of the organism, it simply means that
a proportion of c/t individuals are adapted over the m x n set
of constraints. Hence, these systems make up the path clear for
further dynamic evolutionary alterations. Such a set imposed
constraints is dynamic due to the activities, side-products,
physical or chemical products of all the individuals physically
available or unavailable.
This iteratively assists and guides the evolutionary track
making sure that un-evolved ancestors can’t survive in the
altered set of conditions. Best example for such a fact is the
efficient survival of current genera of homo sapiens, compared
to the ancestral extinct systems who faced different survival
problems that are unavailable now. Simply it is just the available
set of ever-dynamic constraints paving the evolutionary path
through different expression of genes in relation to altered
adaptation and survival rate of individuals. Hence, it is just the
altered trend in the stability dynamics of proteins which assist
the organism survive better in the ever-changing conditions,
both being inter-linked together. Protein stability governed by
core hydrophobic residues is often conserved across evolving
genera and the exposed loops and turns often altered as a
resultant activity of the factors boosting the evolutionary rate.
Evolution is thus highly dimensional and fixed patterns never
exist in almost every case. Nevertheless, still a few rules do exist.
Any mutation altering the conserved chunk of an important
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protein is not tolerated and hence discarded from the genera
set. Any better efficient genotype sustaining the evolutionary
pressure better is favored and slowly leads the count of others
in the population to make the next set of individuals for further
evolution.

Conclusion

Mutations favoring the functional efficiencies of proteins
are selected in the nature. Therefore over the time span,
when organisms evolve for increased functional efficiency of
proteins, we see a probable, reliable and obvious increment
in the proportion of hydrophilic amino acids. As per Figure 1,
percentage of hydrophilic amino acids has increased in Set I of
11 proteins as compared to Set II of 4 proteins, which are much
divergent to Set I. It is interesting to note that percentage of
neutral amino acids has not majorly altered over the time span.
Such selected mutants benchmarking the positive or tolerable
substitutions/mutations in the DNA/genetic makeup of the
cell, are retained for further adaptive functional mutations. In
contrast to such aforesaid adaptive substitutions, mutations
altering the functional efficacy of the protein product for a gene
don’t show the positive selection feature in further mutation
events. Briefly, a cell is hard biased for all the mutations assisting
its efficiency of functional proteins in different important
biochemical pathways and all the mutations infringing such
important biased and necessarily required segments of DNA are
ill sustained in population over a longer time span.
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